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POLAR ACTIONS ON RANK-ONE SYMMETRICSPACESFABIO PODEST�A & GUDLAUGUR THORBERGSSONAbstractWe give a complete classi�cation up to orbit equivalence of polar actions ofcompact connected Lie groups on compact rank-one symmetric spaces. Forpolar actions on the complex projective spaces, we prove that they are orbitequivalent to the actions induced by isotropy representations of Hermitiansymmetric spaces, while in the case of polar actions on the quaternionicprojective spaces, we prove that they are orbit equivalent to the actionsinduced by products of k quaternion-K�ahler symmetric spaces, where atleast k� 1 have rank one. For the Cayley projective plane P2(O), we provethat the cohomogeneity of any polar action is either one or two, and wecome up with a complete list of all compact connected subgroups of F4 (upto conjugacy) acting polarly on P2(O). The classi�cation of polar actions onspheres and real projective spaces follows immediately from Dadok's paper[10]. 0. IntroductionAn isometric action of a compact Lie group G on a Riemannianmanifold M is called polar if there exists a properly embedded, con-nected submanifold which meets every G-orbit orthogonally; any suchsubmanifold is called a section and if the induced metric on a section isat, then the action is called hyperpolar.One should think of a section as a set of canonical forms for thepolar action; see [24]. An example that demonstrates this viewpoint isthe conjugation of symmetric matrices by elements of the orthogonalgroup. This action is polar with the diagonal matrices as a section.Received August 4, 1999.Key words and phrases Polar actions, rank-one symmetric spaces, complex pro-jective spaces, quaternionic projective spaces, the Cayley plane.1991 Mathemattics Subject Classi�cation. 53C35, 57S15.131



132 fabio podest�a & gudlaugur thorbergssonAnother such example of a polar action is given by the action of acompact and connected Lie group G on itself by conjugation, when weendow G with a biinvariant metric. Here the section is a maximal torusand the action is hyperpolar. This example is a particular case of awider class of hyperpolar actions; namely, if (G;H) is a symmetric pair,then the action of H on G=H is hyperpolar of cohomogeneity given bythe rank k of the symmetric pair (G;H) and any k-at is a section forthis action (see [9], [6]).Irreducible linear polar representations were classi�ed by Dadok([10]). It follows from his classi�cation that any linear polar represen-tation is orbit equivalent to the isotropy representation of a symmetricspace. It is straightforward to see that polar actions on spheres are pre-cisely the restrictions of linear polar actions, and similarly that polaractions on real projective spaces are orbit equivalent to those inducedfrom polar actions on spheres.Recently Kollross ([20]) classi�ed hyperpolar actions on irreduciblecompact symmetric spaces up to orbit equivalence. Since in particular acohomogeneity one action on such spaces is polar with a closed geodesicas a section, the work of Kollross generalizes [18], [28], [11] and [21].Hyperpolar actions are particularly interesting since they are vari-ationally complete in the sense of [5]; see [9]. It is proved in [6] thatthe orbits of variationally complete actions are taut in the sense thatthe energy functionals on the path spaces P (M; fpg � Gq) = f� 2H1([0; 1];M); �(0) = p; �(1) 2 Gqg are perfect Morse-Bott functionsfor all p and q in M . Polar actions are in general not variationallycomplete as one sees for example by considering any polar action ofcohomogeneity at least two on a sphere (see [29, p.198]). Still Ewertcould prove that regular orbits of polar actions and, more generally,submanifolds with parallel focal structure in simply connected compactsymmetric spaces are taut; see [14]. We mention here the interesting,still unsolved problem, whether there exist polar actions that are not hy-perpolar on irreducible compact symmetric spaces of rank greater thanone.The aim of this paper is to complete the classi�cation of polar ac-tions on compact rank-one symmetric spaces, the remaining cases beingthe complex and quaternionic projective spaces as well as the Cayleyprojective plane.Our main result is the followingTheorem. Let M be a compact rank-one symmetric space which is



polar actions on rank-one symmetric spaces 133neither a sphere nor a real projective space. Given a polar action of acompact connected Lie group G on M , then a section is isometric to areal projective space Pk(R) for k � 1. Furthermore:1. If M is a complex projective space, then the actions induced byisotropy representations of Hermitian symmetric spaces on M arepolar. Conversely, a polar action on M is orbit equivalent to anaction induced by the isotropy representation of a Hermitian sym-metric space.2. If M is a quaternionic projective space, then the actions inducedon M by isotropy representations of products of k quaternion-K�ahler symmetric spaces, where at least k � 1 have rank one,are polar. Conversely, a polar action on M is orbit equivalentto an action induced by the isotropy representation of a product ofk quaternion-K�ahler symmetric spaces, where at least k � 1 haverank one.3. If M is the Cayley plane P2(O ) = F4=Spin(9), then any polar ac-tion has cohomogeneity k equal to one or two; moreover the closedconnected subgroups of the full isometry group F4 whose actions onM are polar are given (up to conjugation) in the following table.k = 1 Sp(1) � Sp(3) T 1 � Sp(3) Sp(3) Spin(9)k = 2 Spin(8) T1 � Spin(7) SU(2) � SU(4) SU(3) � SU(3)In Section 1, we give all the preliminaries, and we prove some basicfacts which are repeatedly used in the paper.In Section 2, we show how to construct examples of polar actions oncomplex and quaternionic projective spaces, using isotropy representa-tions of Hermitian and quaternion-K�ahler symmetric spaces. As for theCayley plane, we prove that the cohomogeneity two actions on P2(O )in the above theorem are polar with a projective plane as a section. Wedo not have to prove this for the cohomogeneity one actions since theyare always polar.In the remaining Sections 3, 4 and 5, we give the proof of our classi�-cation in the cases of complex projective spaces, quaternionic projectivespaces and the Cayley plane respectively.



134 fabio podest�a & gudlaugur thorbergsson1. Preliminaries1A. Polar actionsWe will consider an isometric action of a compact Lie group G ona complete Riemannian manifold M . It is well known (see e.g. [7,pp.180-1]), that the orbits of the action of a compact Lie group on adi�erentiable manifold belong to one of the following three types: regular(or principal), exceptional and singular. Given a point p 2 M , we saythat the orbit Gp is regular if and only if the isotropy subgroup Gp actstrivially on the normal space Np(Gp) to the orbit; this action is calledthe slice representation of Gp at p. A point p 2 M is called regular ifits orbit Gp is regular; the set of regular points is a dense subset of Mand the regular orbits have maximal dimension. A point q 2M and itsorbit Gq are called exceptional if Gq has maximal dimension, but theslice representation at q is not trivial; a point y 2 M and its orbit Gyare called singular if they are neither regular nor exceptional.An isometric action of a compact Lie group G on a complete Rie-mannian manifoldM is said to be polar if there is a properly embeddedconnected submanifold � in M that meets every orbit of G and everyintersection of an orbit of G with � is perpendicular. Such a subman-ifold � is called a section. Points on regular and exceptional orbits ofpolar actions lie in one and only one section. Furthermore, if the actionis polar, then an orbit through p is regular if and only if the isotropygroup Gp �xes the section through p pointwisely. It is easy to provethat a section must be totally geodesic; see [24], [25]. For the proof ofthe following lemma; see also [24], [25].Lemma 1A.1. Let M be a complete Riemannian manifold togetherwith a polar action of a compact Lie group G. Let p be some point inM and Np(Gp) the normal space at p of the orbit of G through p. Thenthe action of the isotropy group Gp on Np(Gp) is polar with Tp� as asection if � is a section of the G-action containing p. In particular, theisotropy subgroup Gp acts transitively on the set of all sections throughp. A compact Lie group G acts isometrically and polarly on a Rieman-nian manifold if and only if the identity component Go does (see [19,p.167]); so, from now on, we will suppose for simplicity, that the groupG is connected.The following Lemmas 1A.2 to 1A.4 will deal with the set of non-regular points, establishing important facts which will be repeatedly



polar actions on rank-one symmetric spaces 135used in the sequel.Lemma 1A.2. Let M be a compact Riemannian manifold togetherwith a polar action of a compact, connected Lie group G. If no coveringofM is di�eomorphic to a product manifold, then the action has singularorbits.Proof. Let � be a section of the polar action. Notice that �must be compact since it is properly embedded in a compact manifold.Assume that the G-action has no singular orbits. Let p be a point in� such that the orbit Gp through p is regular. We now de�ne a map� : Gp� � ! M by setting �(g � p; a) = g � a. Notice that g � p = h � pimplies that g �a = h�a, since p is regular. Hence the map is well de�ned.Since there are no singular orbits, it is easy to see that the map � hasmaximal rank everywhere. This implies that � is a covering map sinceGp � � is compact. This is a contradiction because no covering of Mis by assumption di�eomorphic to a product. This �nishes the proof.q.e.d.Lemma 1A.3. LetM be a simply connected Riemannian symmetricspace, which is acted on polarly by a compact connected Lie group G.Then the G-action has no exceptional orbits.Proof. Suppose Q = Gq is an exceptional orbit and let � be asection through q. We can �nd a su�ciently small open ball Br ofradius r < f(Q) around q such that for all x 2 B, we have Gx � Gq(see e.g. [7]), where f(Q) denotes the focal radius of Q. Moreover, bythe density of regular orbits, we may �nd a regular point p 2 Br \ �(see [24], [25]).We write p as p = expq(v) for the unique v 2 Nq(Q) with jvj < rand consider the geodesic (t) = expq(tv), t 2 [0; 1]. Notice that  isperpendicular to Gp. We next prove that Gp does not have focal pointsalong . To see this let s(t) be a variation of  through geodesics normalto Gp, where (s; t) 2 I = (��; �)� [0; 1] for some � > 0 and 0(t) = (t)for all t 2 [0; 1]. Assume that the corresponding Jacobi �eld J does notvanish identically and has a zero in t0 2 (0; 1). It is not too di�cultto see that r < f(Q) implies that (t0) and (1) are not conjugatealong  (or one can simply assume that r was chosen so small thatexpq jfv2TqM ;jjvjj<rg is a di�eomorphism, since then, by the homogeneityof M , also expp jfv2TpM ;jjvjj<rg is a di�eomorphism). Thus J(1) 6= 0.The curve s ! s(t0) lies in a tubular neighborhood of Q with radiussmaller than the focal radius f(Q) of Q. Therefore there is a unique



136 fabio podest�a & gudlaugur thorbergssonvariation �s(t); (s; t) 2 I of  through geodesics normal to Q satisfying�s(t0) = s(t0) for all s. Hence the Jacobi �eld I corresponding tothe variation �s(t) has a zero in t0. If we can show that I(0) 6= 0,then the Jacobi �eld I does not vanish identically, and (t0) is a focalpoint of Q contradicting the assumption that r is smaller than the focalradius f(Q) of Q. Notice that for all z 2 Gp, expz(Nz(Gp)) is a sectionwhich meets Gq transversally. Thus there are small neighborhoods Uof p in Gp and V of q in Q = Gq and a di�eomorphism � : U ! Vde�ned by setting �(z) for z 2 U equal to the point in the intersectionexpz(Nz(Gp)) \ Gq closest to q. The geodesics s and �s both lie inexps(1)(Ns(1)(Gp)) since s(t0) lies in an orbit of maximal dimension.Therefore �(s(1)) = �s(0) for su�ciently small s, and it follows thatI(0) = d�p(J(1)) 6= 0. We have hence proved that Gp does not havefocal points along .Since  is perpendicular to Gp,  is a critical point of the energyfunctional on P (M; fqg � Gp) = f� 2 H1([0; 1];M); �(0) = q; �(1) 2Gpg. The index of the critical point  is 0 by the Morse index theoremsince Gp does not have any focal points along .A regular orbit of a polar action has a parallel focal structure. Henceit follows from [14, Lemma 2.10], that there exists exactly one geodesicin � connecting q to Gp with index 0 as a critical point of the energyfunctional on the space P (M; fqg � Gp). On the other hand, sinceq is exceptional, Gp is a proper subgroup of Gq; hence we can �ndg 2 Gq nGp, and g �  gives another geodesic in � of index 0, a contra-diction. q.e.d.We now recall the de�nition of the generalized Weyl group (see [24],[25]), which will be a fundamental tool throughout the following. IfG is a connected compact Lie group acting polarly on a Riemannianmanifold M , we �x a section � and consider the subgroupsNG(�) = fg 2 G; g(�) = �gand ZG(�) = fg 2 G; gj� = id�gof G. The quotient group W� := NG(�)=ZG(�), which is �nite (see[24], [25]), is called the generalized Weyl group. It is not di�cult tosee that, if we start with another section �0, we obtain a Weyl groupW�0 which is isomorphic to W� (the isomorphism is actually inducedby an inner automorphism of G), so that we will often simply refer to



polar actions on rank-one symmetric spaces 137the Weyl group byW , dropping the subscript �, when it does not causeany confusion.If � is a section and p is a point in �, then the intersection Gp \ �coincides with the W -orbit Wp (see [24], [25]). In [9], it is proved,among other things, that, if the manifold M is simply connected and ifthe action is hyperpolar, that is if the sections are at in the inducedmetric, then the Weyl group is not trivial and acts on � as a �nitereection group.If p 2M is any point and � is any section through p, then we knowfrom Lemma 1A.1, that ~� = Tp� is a section for the slice representationof the isotropy subgroup Gp. Moreover, we can consider the localizedWeyl group Wp;� := (NG(�)\Gp)=ZG(�), which is in a natural way asubgroup of W . SinceNG(�) \Gp = fg 2 Gp; dgp(~�) = ~�g;we see immediately that Wp;� coincides with the Weyl group for theGp-action on the normal space Np(Gp).The following Lemma was proved by [9] under the assumption thatthe sections are at andM is a simply connected Riemannian manifold.A more general statement was proved by Ewert in [14, Section 2.3,pp. 28-30]. Instead of polar actions he considers submanifolds withparallel focal structure. The regular orbits of polar actions are examplesof such submanifolds.Lemma 1A.4. Let M be a simply connected symmetric space onwhich a compact, connected Lie group G acts polarly. Let � be a sectionof the polar action and let p 2 � be such that the orbit through p issingular. Then there is a totally geodesic hypersurface H in � passingthrough p and consisting of singular points; moreover there exists a non-trivial element g 2W� which �xes H pointwisely.The set of singular points in � is a union of �nitely many totallygeodesic hypersurfaces fHigi2I in �; if � is simply connected, then theWeyl group W� is a Coxeter group, generated by reections in the hy-persurfaces fHigi2I .Proof. We consider the slice representation of Gp on Np(Gp) whichis polar with ~� := Tp� as a section by Lemma 1A.1. We consider thelocalized Weyl group Wp;�. Since ~� is at, it follows from [9, TheoremIII], that Wp;� is nontrivial and generated by reections in hyperplanesof Np(Gp). Let g 2 NGp(~�) be such that the action on ~� is a reectionin the hyperplane ~H in ~�. It is clear that g leaves � invariant, but not



138 fabio podest�a & gudlaugur thorbergsson�xed. Let � > 0 be smaller than the injectivity radius of M at p. Thenthe �xed point set of g in � \ Br(p) is equal to expp( ~H) \ Br(p). Theconnected component containing p of the �xed point set of g acting on �is therefore a hypersurface containing p. It is clear that all points in thishypersurface are non-regular, hence singular by Lemma 1A.3. So, theset of singular points in � is a union of totally geodesic hypersurfacesfHigi2I ; since every localized Weyl group is a subgroup of the �nitegroup W�, we see that the index set I is �nite. The last claim of theLemma follows from [14], Theorem 2.23 and subsequent remark. q.e.d.Remark. In the statement of Lemma 1A.4, it is in general nottrue that the hypersurface H coincides with the �xed point set of theelement g 2W�; indeed if � is isometric to a real projective plane, anynon-trivial isometry of � which �xes a hypersurface, has disconnected�xed point set.The following theorem of Dadok [10] will be fundamental in theproofs of our main theorems.Theorem 1A.5 (Dadok). Let G be a closed, connected subgroup ofthe special orthogonal group SO(V ) of a Euclidean space V , and assumethat its action on V is polar. Then the following hold:(a) If V splits as the sum of G-invariant subspaces V1 � V2, then theG-action on each Vi is polar for i = 1; 2 and the cohomogeneityof the G-action on V is the sum of the cohomogeneities of theG-actions on Vi, i = 1; 2.(b) If Ĝ denotes the maximal subgroup of SO(V ) having the sameorbits as G, then the action of Ĝ on V is conjugate to the isotropyrepresentation of a symmetric space.Remark. In Dadok's paper it is only claimed that there is acompact group Ĝ with a symmetric space representation that has thesame orbits as G, but not that G is a subgroup in Ĝ. The more precisestatement follows from Theorems 9 and 10 in [10] and soon becamea folklore. In the paper [12], this fact is explicitly worked out if thecohomogeneity of G is at least three. For cohomogeneity two actionsthe maximality of Ĝ is claimed in [18]; see Remark on p.16. One shouldnotice that the isotropy representation of the symmetric space G2=SO(4)is missing in Theorem 5 on p.16 in [18]. The reader will notice that itis of fundamental importance in our proofs in sections three and fourthat G is a subgroup of Ĝ.



polar actions on rank-one symmetric spaces 139We conclude by giving the de�nition of orbit equivalence, which willbe used in our main statements.De�nition. Let G1 and G2 be two Lie groups acting isometricallyon Riemannian manifolds M1 and M2 respectively. We say that thesetwo actions are orbit equivalent if there exists an isometry of M1 ontoM2 which maps G1-orbits onto G2-orbits.Notice that the actions of G and Ĝ on V in Theorem 1A.5 are orbitequivalent.1B. Compact rank-one symmetric spacesA compact symmetric space has rank one if and only if all itsgeodesics are closed. We will always assume that the Riemannian met-rics on these spaces are normalized such that their closed geodesics areof length 2�. These spaces are round spheres Sn, n � 1; the real projec-tive spaces Pn(R), n � 2; the complex projective spaces Pn(C ), n � 2;the quaternionic projective spaces Pn(H ), n � 2; and the Cayley (oroctonion) plane P2(O ). The normalization of the Riemannian metricimplies that the maximum of the sectional curvature is equal to oneexcept in the case of Pn(R) where it implies that the sectional curvatureis equal to 1=4.Our main goal in this section is to prove the following Proposition.Proposition 1B.1. Let G be a compact Lie group acting polarlyon a compact rank-one symmetric space M . Then a section � of theG-action has constant sectional curvature. In particular, if M = Pn(C ),n � 2, then � is isometric to Pk(R) with 2 � k � n or � = Sk with1 � k � 2. If M = Pn(H ), n � 2, then � is isometric to Pk(R) with2 � k � n or Sk with 1 � k � 4. If M = P2(O ), then � is isometric toP2(R) or Sk with 1 � k � 8.Remark. We will improve Proposition 1B.1 in sections three to�ve and show that the section � cannot be a sphere Sk with k � 2.Before we can start to prove Proposition 1B.1 we need to review theclassi�cation of totally geodesic submanifolds in the compact rank-onesymmetric spaces; see [30].Proposition 1B.2. Let M be a connected compact symmetric spaceof rank-one, and let N be a connected totally geodesic submanifold ofM . Then N is also a rank-one symmetric space and the following listshows to which standard space it can be isometric. All possibilities inthe list occur.



140 fabio podest�a & gudlaugur thorbergsson1. M = Sn and N = Sk for 1 � k � n; or2. M = Pn(R), and either N = S1 or N = Pk(R) for 2 � k � n; or3. M = Pn(C ) and either N = Sk for 1 � k � 2 or N = Pk(R);Pk (C )for 2 � k � n; or4. M = Pn(H ) and either N = Sk for 1 � k � 4 or N = Pk(R);Pk(C );Pk (H ) for 2 � k � n; or5. M = P2(O ) and either N = Sk for 1 � k � 8 or N = P2(R),P2(C ), P2(H ), P2(O ).If two connected totally geodesic submanifolds of M are homeomor-phic, then there is an element in Io(M) that maps one into the other,where Io(M) denotes the identity component of the isometry group ofM .We are now in a position to prove Proposition 1B.1.Proof of Proposition 1B.1. The compact rank-one symmetric spacesdo not have product manifolds as coverings. It therefore follows fromLemmas 1A.2 that the action of G has a singular orbit Gp. A section �will meet Gp so that we can assume that p 2 �. By Lemma 1A.4, thereis an element g 2 G leaving � invariant and whose �xed point set in� has a component H that is a hypersurface in �. A section is totallygeodesic. Hence � is a rank-one symmetric space. The components of�xed point sets of isometries are also totally geodesic. The only rank-one symmetric spaces that have totally geodesic hypersurfaces are thespheres and the real projective planes; see Proposition 1B.2. The restof the proof now follows by going through the list in Proposition 1B.2.q.e.d.The maximal totally geodesic spheres in Pn(C ), Pn(H ) and P2(O )can be interpreted as the projective lines of the projective space struc-ture of these spaces; see [8], Chapter IV, x3. There is a discussion of theprojective plane structure of P2(O ) in [15] and chapter one in [26]; seealso the remark at the end of this subsection. This implies that any twodi�erent points in these spaces lie in a unique maximal totally geodesicsphere. Hence two maximal geodesic spheres can at most meet in onepoint; a fact we will use in the proof of the next lemma and repeatedlylater in the paper. We will frequently refer to maximal geodesic spheresin these spaces as projective lines.



polar actions on rank-one symmetric spaces 141Lemma 1B.3. Let G be a compact Lie group acting on M = Pn(C ),Pn(H ) or P2(O ). Assume that the action is polar with sections isometricto a sphere Sk, k � 2. Let p 2 M . Then expp(Np(Gp)) is a totallygeodesic sphere which is the union over all sections of G passing throughp. Proof. We can of course assume that p is not regular. We knowfrom Lemma 1A.1, that Gp acts transitively on the sections of G con-taining p. Since Np(Gp) is a union of the sections of Gp, it follows thatexpp(Np(Gp)) is a union over all sections of G passing through p.It is left to prove that expp(Np(Gp)) is a totally geodesic sphere. LetX and Y be two points inNp(Gp). We will prove that there is a sequence~�1; : : : ; ~�k of sections of Gp in Np(Gp) such that X 2 ~�1, Y 2 ~�k and~�1 \ ~�i+1 has positive dimension for i = 1; : : : ; k � 1. This can be usedto �nish the proof of the lemma as follows. The totally geodesic sphereexp(~�i) is contained in a unique maximal totally geodesic sphere Si. Theintersection exp(~�i) \ exp(~�i+1) is a sphere of positive dimension lyingin Si and Si+1. Two di�erent maximal totally geodesic spheres can onlymeet in one point. It follows that S1 = � � � = Sk. Hence exp(Np(Gp))lies in one totally geodesic sphere where it is clearly totally geodesic.It is left to prove the existence of the sequence ~�1; : : : ; ~�k. This isan application of the K-cycles that Bott and Samelson ([6]) constructedfor the orbits of variationally complete actions. We will use that Gp hasthe same orbits as an isotropy representation of a symmetric space; seeTheorem 1A.5. It is proved in [6, Theorem II], that such representationsare variationally complete. Let us �x a section ~�1 containing X and let�X be a regular point in ~�1. There is a g 2 Gp such that Y 2 g(~�1). Let�Y be a point inGp( �X)\g(~�1). Both �X and �Y lie in unique sections sincethey are regular. It is therefore enough to prove the claim for �X and �Yinstead of X and Y . The fundamental cycle of the orbit Gp( �X) can berepresented by a K-cycle. The geometric interpretation of the K-cyclesfor orbits of isotropy representations of symmetric spaces implies thatthere is a polygonal arc  in Np(Gp) joining �X and �Y that does not passthrough the origin and whose line segments lie in sections of Gp; see x4and x5 of Chapter I in [6]. The edges of , if there are any, thereforelie in the intersections of sections. These intersections have positivedimensions since  does not pass through the origin. This implies theexistence of the sequence of sections ~�1; : : : ; ~�k. q.e.d.Some comments about the Cayley projective plane are here in order.The full isometry group of P2(O ) is the exceptional compact simple Lie



142 fabio podest�a & gudlaugur thorbergssongroup F4 (see e.g. [31, p.264]) and the isotropy group of a point inP2(O ) is conjugate to Spin(9) in F4. We can therefore identify theCayley projective plane P2(O ) with the coset space F4=Spin(9). ByProposition 1B.2, any maximal, proper, totally geodesic submanifoldsof P2(O ) is either isometric to the sphere S8 or to the quaternionicprojective plane P2(H ); and in both cases, they are orbits of maximalsubgroups of maximal rank in F4. More precisely, a totally geodesicsphere S8 is the orbit of a group isomorphic to Spin(9), which �xes apoint p in P2(O ), and the sphere S8 coincides with the cut locus of thispoint p. As already mentioned above, a totally geodesic sphere will becalled a projective line in P2(O ), since such projective lines satisfy theaxioms for projective planes (see [8], [15] or [26]). A totally geodesicsubmanifold in P2(O ) that is isometric to the quaternionic projectiveplane P2(H ) is the orbit of a maximal subgroup of maximal rank G,locally isomorphic to Sp(1)�Sp(3) (see [30]), which acts on P2(O ) withcohomogeneity one (see [21], [20]).1C. Factorizations of compact Lie groupsWe will briey recall the theory of factorizations of compact Liegroups, since we will use it in the proofs of our main theorems. We referhere to [22, x5 and x14], for a more detailed exposition.Given a compact Lie group G and two connected Lie subgroupsG0; G00 of G, we shall say that the triple (G;G0; G00) of groups is a fac-torization if G = G0G00. When G0 (or G00) is a closed subgroup, this isequivalent to saying that G00 acts transitively on G=G0 (or G0 acts tran-sitively on G=G00). A factorization (G;G0; G00) will be called irreducible,if for any factorization (G;H 0;H 00), with H 0;H 00 connected normal sub-groups of G0; G00 respectively, we have H 0 = G0 and H 00 = G00.Moreover, given two compact Lie groups G;H and two factorizations(G;G0; G00) and (H;H 0;H 00), we say that they are locally isomorphic ifthere exists a Lie algebra isomorphism � : g ! h such that �(g0) = h0and �(g00) = h00; we will say that they are equivalent if (G;G0; G00) islocally isomorphic to (H;H 0;H 00) or to (H;H 00;H 0).In a similar way we de�ne a factorization for Lie algebras: given aLie algebra g and two Lie subalgebras g0; g00 of g, we shall say that thetriple (g; g0; g00) is a factorization if g = g0 + g00.We summarize the results we will need in the sequel in the followingtheorem due to Onishchik ([22, pp. 85-90, 226-228]).Theorem 1C.1. Let G be a connected compact Lie group with Liealgebra g. Then the following hold:



polar actions on rank-one symmetric spaces 1431. a triple (G;G0; G00) is a factorization if and only if the triple(g; g0; g00) is a factorization, where g0; g00 are the Lie algebras ofG0; G00 respectively;2. if G is simple, then any non-trivial irreducible factorization(G;G0; G00) is equivalent to one of the factorizations in the tablebelow, where the connected component of the normalizer NG(G00)ois also indicated (for G0 we have NG(G0)o = G0);3. if G is simple, any non-trivial factorization is equivalent to a fac-torization (G;G0; G001), where G00 � G001 � NG(G00) and (G;G0; G00)is one of the factorizations in the following table.G G0 G00 NG(G00)oSU(2n); n � 2 Sp(n) SU(2n� 1) S(U(1)�U(2n� 1))SO(7) G2 SO(6) SO(6)SO(5) SO(5) � SO(2)SO(2n) n � 4 SO(2n� 1) SU(n) U(n)SO(4n) n � 2 SO(4n� 1) Sp(n) Sp(n) � Sp(1)SO(16) SO(15) Spin(9) Spin(9)SO(8) SO(7) Spin(7) Spin(7)Remark. In the above table, we used the notation Sp(n) �Sp(1) =Sp(n)�Sp(1)Z2 . This notation will be repeatedly used in the sequel: IfK1; : : : ;Kr are connected compact groups, then K1 � � � � �Kr will denoteK1�����Kr� , where � is a �nite central subgroup of K1 � � � � �Kr.2. The examples of polar actions on Pn(C ), Pn(H ) and P2(O )We will in this section give examples of polar actions on the spacesPn(C ), Pn(H ) and P2(O ). It will then be proved in sections three to �vethat there are no further examples.2A. The examples of polar actions on Pn(C ) and on Pn(H )In this subsection, we will show how to construct examples of polaractions on the complex projective space Pn(C ) and on the quaternionic



144 fabio podest�a & gudlaugur thorbergssonprojective space Pn(H ); in sections three, and four, we will show thatthese examples exhaust the class of polar actions up to orbit equivalence.We �x a Hermitian symmetric pair (U;K), where U is a compactsemisimple Lie group and K is a compact connected Lie subgroup ofU , which coincides with the centralizer in U of its non-discrete center.We split (U;K) as a product of irreducible Hermitian symmetric pairs(U;K)= �ki=1(Ui;Ki), where each Ui is a simple compact Lie groupand Ki � Ui is a compact subgroup with one dimensional center fori = 1; : : : ; k.We denote by Gothic letters the corresponding Lie algebras u; ui andk; ki, and we consider the Cartan decomposition u = k+p and ui = ki+pifor i = 1; : : : ; k; we recall that the Ad(Ki)jpi-action of Ki on pi, whichcan be identi�ed with the isotropy representation of Ki, is polar ofcohomogeneity equal to the rank of the corresponding symmetric pair(see [24], [25]).It is well known that each pi admits up to a sign a unique Ad(Ki)-invariant complex structure Ji, which can be expressed as ad(zi)jpi forsome zi 2 ki for i = 1; : : : k. If ai denotes a maximal abelian subalgebraof pi, then ai provides a linear section for the Ki-action on pi, andai is totally real with respect to the complex structure Ji: indeed, ifX;Y 2 ai and if <;> denotes the restriction of the Cartan-Killing formof ui on pi, then< JiX;Y >=< ad(zi)X;Y >=< zi; [X;Y ] >= 0;since ai is abelian.We can now prove the following:Proposition 2A.1. Let (U;K) = �ki=1(Ui;Ki) be a Hermitian sym-metric pair. If we identify p with C n by means of the complex structureJ = J1 + � � � + Jk, where n = dimC U=K, the Ad(K) -action on p de-scends to a K-action on Pn�1(C ), which is polar of cohomogeneity r�1,where r denotes the rank of the symmetric pair (U;K).Moreover, a section for the K-action on Pn�1(C ) is homeomorphicto a real projective space.Proof. We consider a = a1 + � � � + ak and de�ne � = P(a). Weclaim that � is a section for the K-action on Pn�1(C ). Indeed, it isobvious that � meets every K-orbit and we have to prove that theintersections are orthogonal. We consider the canonical projection � :S2n�1 ! Pn�1(C ), where S2n�1 denotes the unit sphere in p, and we



polar actions on rank-one symmetric spaces 145consider â = a\S2n�1, so that � = �(â). We �x a point x 2 â and notethat TxS2n�1 = R � Jx+Hx;where Hx denotes the orthogonal complement of R � Jx in TxS2n�1.Note Txâ � Hx. Now, since Tx(Kx) contains R � Jx, we have thatTx(Kx) = R � Jx+ (Tx(Kx)) \Hx;and d�x maps (Tx(Kx)) \ Hx isometrically onto T�(x)K�(x). So,T�(x)(�(â)) = d�x(Txâ) is orthogonal to T�(x)K�(x). q.e.d.Remark. We note that the K-action on Pn�1(C ) is not e�ec-tive, since a one-dimensional factor of the center of K acts trivially onPn�1(C ). Here one should notice that it is not true that the productof the centers of the Ki act trivially on the complex projective space if(U;K) is reducible. Indeed, only a diagonal subgroup T 1 of that productacts trivially.In order to describe the examples of polar actions on the quater-nionic projective space Pn(H ), we �x a quaternion-K�ahler symmetricpair (U;K). This means by [4, p.408], that U is a compact simple Liegroup and the subgroup K is a compact subgroup that can be writtenas K = H �Sp(1), where H and Sp(1) are normal subgroups of K. More-over the restriction of the isotropy representation to Sp(1) is equivalentto the representation of the normal subgroup Sp(1) of Sp(n) � Sp(1) onH n �= R4n , and the isotropy representation of H commutes with thatof Sp(1) (here H n is considered to be a right H -module and Sp(1) actsby right multiplication by a unit quaternion). It is known that for eachcompact simple Lie group U (except SU(2)) there exists exactly onequaternion-K�ahler symmetric pair (U;K). We consider the Cartan de-composition u = k+p and we may identify p �= H n �= R4n by consideringthe natural quaternionic structure Q induced by the ad(sp(1))-action onp. As in the Hermitian case, we can prove that a linear section for theAd(K)-action on p is totally real with respect to the complex structuresfI; J;Kg 2 Q.Proposition 2A.2.(a) Let (U;K) be a quaternion-K�ahler symmetric pair, with Cartandecomposition u = k + p. If we identify p with H n , where 4n =dimU=K, then the Ad(K)-action of K on p descends to a K-action on Pn�1(H ), which is polar of cohomogeneity r�1, where r



146 fabio podest�a & gudlaugur thorbergssondenotes the rank of the symmetric pair (U;K). Moreover a sectionfor the K-action on Pn�1(H ) is homeomorphic to a real projectivespace.(b) If (Ui;Ki) are quaternion-K�ahler symmetric pairs with Cartandecompositions ui = ki + pi for i = 1; : : : ;m, the group H =H1� � � � �Hm�Sp(1) acts on the sum p = p1+ � � �+ pm, where pis endowed with the natural quaternionic structure induced by theones in each pi, and the Sp(1)-factor acts by right multiplicationon p. The H-action on p is polar if and only if all the symmetricpairs (Ui;Ki) have rank one, except possibly one of arbitrary rank.In this case the action of H on p �= H n descends to a polar actionon Pn�1(H ) of cohomogeneity equal to r � 1, where r denotes therank of the symmetric pair (U;K) = �mi=1(Ui;Ki).Remark. In contrast with the complex case, the action ofK1 � � � � � Kk does not descend to an action on the correspondingquaternionic projective space.Proof. The claim in (a) can be proved in exactly the same way asProposition 2A.1, so we leave it to reader.Now, suppose we have quaternion-K�ahler symmetric pairs (Ui;Ki),i = 1; : : : ;m, where all (Ui;Ki) have rank one for i = 1; : : : ;m � 1,and (Um;Km) has arbitrary rank. In this case there exist integersfnigi=1;:::;m�1 such that ui = sp(ni) and ki = sp(ni � 1) + sp(1) for i =1; : : : ;m�1. Since the groupsHi �= Sp(ni�1) andKi = Sp(ni�1)�Sp(1)have the same orbits in pi for i = 1; : : : ;m�1, it is clear that the actionof H = H1 � � � � � Hm � Sp(1) on p = p1 + � � � + pm is polar of coho-mogeneity equal to the sum of the ranks. In this case the action of Hdescends to a polar action on the corresponding quaternionic projectivespace and a section is homeomorphic to a real projective space.Vice versa, we suppose that the group H acts polarly on p. Then,by Dadok's Theorem 1A.5, we know that for any i 6= j 2 f1; : : : ;mg,the action of Hij = Hi � Hj � Sp(1) acts polarly on pi + pj. We �rstprove the following useful Lemma.Lemma 2A.3. Let G be a connected compact Lie group actingpolarly on a linear space V . If V splits as the sum of two invariant sub-spaces V = V1 � V2 and if L1; L2 denote two regular isotropy subgroupsof the G-action on V1, V2, respectively, then g = l1 + l2, where Gothicletters denote the corresponding Lie algebras.



polar actions on rank-one symmetric spaces 147Proof. We know that the G-action on each Vi is polar, and wecan �x two sections �1;�2 in V1; V2 respectively, ZG(�i) = Li. Since�1+�2 is a section for the G-action on V , we can �nd a G-regular pointv = (v1; v2) 2 V such that Gvi = Li. Then Gv = L1 \ L2. Moreover,since the cohomogeneity of the G-action on V is the sum of the twocohomogeneities on each Vi, i = 1; 2, we get thatdimV � dimG=Gv = dimV1 � dimG=L1 + dimV2 � dimG=L2and from this it follows that dimg = dim l1+dim l2�dim(l1\ l2), whichimplies our claim. q.e.d.We now denote by L� a regular isotropy subgroup of H� � Sp(1)acting on p� for � = i; j, and denote the corresponding Lie algebrasby Gothic letters. Then by Lemma 2A.3, h1 + h2 + sp(1) = l1 + l2.If we denote by � the projection of h1 + h2 + sp(1) onto sp(1), then�(l1) + �(l2) = sp(1). Since the non-trivial subalgebras of sp(1) areone dimensional, it follows that one of the two subalgebras, say �(li),coincides with sp(1). If we now check through the list of isotropy sub-groups of quaternion-K�ahler symmetric spaces (see [4, p.406]) and theirisotropy representations, we see that they are tensor products if the rankis greater than one. Hence the condition �(li) = sp(1) is satis�ed onlyif the rank of the corresponding symmetric space is one. Alternatively,our condition �(li) = sp(1) is equivalent to saying that Ki = Hi�Sp(1)and Hi have the same orbits in pi, and it can be checked in [13] thatthis happens only for rank-one symmetric spaces. q.e.d.2B. The examples of polar actions on P2(O )We identify P2(O ) with the coset space F4=Spin(9) and denote thepoint in P2(O ) corresponding to the colateral class Spin(9) by p. Wealso decompose the Lie algebra f4 as f4 = so(9) + p, where p denotesthe orthogonal complement of so(9) with respect to the Cartan-Killingform; it is well known that the Ad(Spin(9))-action on p is equivalent tothe isotropy representation of Spin(9) at p.We shall give examples of polar actions on P2(O ) in Corollary 2B.2and Proposition 2B.4; the geometric interpretation of these actions aregiven in remarks after the proofs. In Section 5, we will actually provethat these examples exhaust the class of polar actions on P2(O ) withcohomogeneity greater than or equal to two. Notice that we do nothave to deal with cohomogeneity one actions on P2(O ) since these wereclassi�ed in [21]; see also [20].



148 fabio podest�a & gudlaugur thorbergssonWe start withProposition 2B.1. Let G � Spin(9) be a compact Lie group actingon P2(O ) and suppose the linear isotropy representation of G on p ispolar with cohomogeneity two. Then the G-action on P2(O ) is polarwith sections homeomorphic to the real projective plane.Before we start with the proof of the proposition, we review somewell known facts on Jacobi �elds on P2(O ) that will be used in the restof this subsection. Let x 2 p be a unit vector. We consider the linearspan of x, and decompose p orthogonally intop = R � x+ p1(x) + p2(x);where the subspaces pi(x) are the restricted root spaces with respectto the maximal abelian subalgebra R � x. The space p1(x) is sevendimensional and p2(x) is eight dimensional.Let x be the geodesic with _x(0) = x. For a unit vector y 2p1(x) + p2(x), we let Jy denote the Jacobi �eld along x with Jy(0) = 0and J 0y(0) = y, and let Iy denote the Jacobi �eld with Iy(0) = y andI 0y(0) = 0. Furthermore, let Ey denote the parallel vector �eld along xwith Ey(0) = y. If y 2 p1(x), thenJy(t) = sin t Ey(t); Iy(t) = cos t Ey(t);and if y 2 p2(x), thenJy(t) = 2 sin( t2) Ey(t); Iy(t) = cos( t2) Ey(t);see e.g. [8, Chapter IV, x2]. This implies that the two-plane spanned byx and y has sectional curvature 1 if y 2 p1(x) and 1=4 if y is in p2(x).A two-plane ~� spanned by x and an element y 2 p2(x) is a Lietriple system and � = expp(~�) is a totally geodesic submanifold withcurvature 1=4 which is homeomorphic to the real projective plane.The Jacobi �elds relate to the exponential map through the wellknown formula d(expp)tx(ty) = Jy(t):Let us denote the unit sphere in p by S15 and denote the cut locusof p by S8. De�ne h : S15 ! S8 by putting h(x) = expp(�x) for a pointx 2 S15. It follows that dhx(y) = Jy(�). Hence dhx(y) = 0 if y 2 p1(x)and jdhx(y)j = 2jyj if y 2 p2(x). The map h is therefore a submersionand even a Riemannian submersion up to the scaling factor 1=2 on S15.



polar actions on rank-one symmetric spaces 149Proof of Proposition 2B.1. Notice that the action of G leaves S8 in-variant. It cannot be transitive on S8 since the only subgroup of Spin(9)that is transitive on S8 is Spin(9) itself which acts with cohomogeneityone on P2(O ). If ~� is a section of G in p, then it follows easily that h(S)meets all orbits of G in S8, where S is the unit circle in ~�. Thus theaction of G on S8 has cohomogeneity one. If we select a G-regular pointz 2 S, we can �nd a vector v 2 p2(z) such that dhz(v) is orthogonal tothe orbit Gh(z). Thus (TzGz)? \ TzS15 = R � v:Since for a cohomogeneity-one action a geodesic which meets one regularorbit orthogonally is automatically a normal geodesic, we get that ~� =Span(z; v) is a linear section for G in p. We will parameterize thegeodesic ~� \ S15 as c(t), where t 2 [0; 2�] is an arc length parameter.We note that c0(t) 2 p2(c(t)) for all t.We now put � = expp(~�) and we prove that � is a section for theG-action on P2(O ). Notice that � is totally geodesic and homeomorphicto the real projective plane since v 2 p2(z). It is clear that � meets allorbits of G since g � expp(x) = expp(g� � x). We will prove that all orbitsin the complement B of the cut locus S8 of p meet � perpendicularly. Itthen follows that this is also true for orbits in S8 by continuity, and wehave proved that the G-action on P2(O ) is polar. Let x(s) = expp(sx)where x = c(t) for some t and jsj < �. We can assume that x is a regularpoint of the G-action. Then TsxG(sx) is the orthogonal complement ofc0(t) in p1(x) + p2(x). We choose an orthonormal basis (X1; : : : ;X14)of TsxG(sx) such that X1; : : : X7 2 p1(x) and X8; : : : ;X14 2 p2(x). SetYi = d(expp)sx(Xi) for i = 1; : : : ; 14. It is clear that (Y1; : : : ; Y14) is abasis of Tx(s)Gx(s). It follows from the Gauss Lemma that Y1; : : : Y14are perpendicular to the geodesic x. It is therefore left to prove thatY1; : : : Y14 are perpendicular to d(expp)sx(c0(t)). We consider the Jacobi�elds JYi along x de�ned before the proof of this proposition. Wehave that Yi = JXi(s) = �iEi(s) where Ei is a parallel vector �eldalong x with Ei(0) = Xi and �i is a real number. We also havethat d(expp)sx(c0(t)) = Jc0(t)(s) = E0(s) where E0 is the parallel vector�eld along x with E0(0) = c0(t). It is now clear that Tx(s)Gx(s) isperpendicular to Tx(s)�. This �nishes the proof. q.e.d.As a corollary of the previous proposition, we obtain the followingexamples of polar actions on P2(O ).Corollary 2B.2. The following maximal connected subgroups of



150 fabio podest�a & gudlaugur thorbergssonmaximal rank of Spin(9) act on P2(O ) polarly with cohomogeneity two:H1 = Spin(8); H2 = SO(2) � Spin(7); H3 = SU(2) � SU(4):Proof. We will denote the Lie algebras of the subgroupsHi by hi fori = 1; 2; 3. We know that the linear isotropy representation of Spin(9)is equivalent to the spin representation � on p �= R16 . By Proposition2B.1, it is enough to check that the restriction of � to each subalgebrahi for i = 1; 2; 3 is polar of cohomogeneity two. Indeed, we have:1. �jh1 splits as the sum of two inequivalent 8-dimensional represen-tations of so(8) (see e.g. [27, pp.108-116]) and is polar of cohomo-geneity two (see e.g. [9], [21]);2. �jh2 is irreducible and p �= R2 
 R8 , where the R-factor of h2acts on R2 in a standard way, while the so(7)-factor acts on R8via the spin representation. Indeed so(7) � so(8) and by (1), weknow that p = R8 + R8 as a so(8)-module; when we restrict �to so(7), each submodule R8 can either remain irreducible or splitas R + R7 . If one of the two factors should split as R + R7 , thenthe Spin(7)-factor Hs2 of H2 would have a non-zero �xed vector v;hence Spin(7) would be a subgroup of K = Spin(9)v . It is known(see e.g. [3]) that K is a subgroup isomorphic to Spin(7) and withdiscrete centralizer in Spin(9); so from Hs2 � K we would haveHs2 = K and K would have a nontrivial centralizer, a contra-diction. So, each submodule R8 remains so(7)-irreducible and wehave p �= R2
R8 . Since the spin representation of Spin(7) is tran-sitive on the unit sphere S7, the representation of R+so(7) has thesame orbits as R+ so(8) acting on R2 
R8 , and this last represen-tation is polar of cohomogeneity two, since it is the isotropy repre-sentation of the rank-two symmetric space SO(10)=SO(2)�SO(8);3. �jh3 is also irreducible and p �= [C 2
C 4 ]R, as one can easily checkusing the same arguments as in (2). This representation is polar,since it has the same orbits as the isotropy representation of therank-two symmetric space SU(6)=S(U(2)�U(4)). q.e.d.Remark. The action of the subgroup H1 = Spin(8) on P2(O )was already investigated in [21], although it was not noticed there thatthe action is polar. The action of Spin(8) has the following geometricinterpretation: if S8 denotes the cut locus of the point p and we �x a



polar actions on rank-one symmetric spaces 151point q 2 S8, then the subgroup Spin(8) of F4 is the stabilizer of theag (q; S8).The subgroup H2 = SO(2) � Spin(7) can be seen as the subgroup ofF4 which leaves the ag (; S8) invariant, where  denotes the trace ofa geodesic in the projective line S8, which is the cut locus of p.The subgroup H3 = SU(2) � SU(4) can be characterized as the sta-bilizer in F4 of the ag (S2; S8), where S2 denotes a totally geodesictwo-sphere in S8.Among the maximal subgroups of maximal rank in Spin(9), all actpolarly on P2(O ) with the exception of Sp(1) � Sp(1) � Sp(2), as we willsee in Section 5B.Our next example is provided by the action on P2(O ) of a maximalsubgroup of maximal rank G of F4, locally isomorphic to ~G = SU(3)�SU(3). In order to describe it, we need to review some basic facts aboutthe construction and classi�cation of maximal subalgebras of maximalrank of f4 (see [16, x8.3]).We �x a maximal torus T � Spin(9) and we consider its Lie algebra t,so that tC is a Cartan subalgebra of fC4 ; the corresponding root system off4 will be denoted by � and we �x a system of simple roots f�1; : : : ; �4g,corresponding to the Dynkin diagramwhere the black roots f�1; �2g are long, while the white ones f�3; �4gare short. If � = 2�1 + 4�2 + 3�3 + 2�4 denotes the maximal root, wecan form the extended Sch�ai-Dynkin diagramFrom the Borel-Siebenthal theory (see [16, x8.3]), we have that the sub-system �1 = f�2; �3; �4; �g is the system of simple roots of the subal-gebra so(9), while the subsystem �2 = f�1; �2; �4; �g is the system ofsimple roots of a subalgebra g isomorphic to su(3) + su(3). The con-nected Lie subgroup G of F4 with Lie algebra g is locally isomorphic to~G = SU(3)� SU(3), and we have that G = ~G=Z3. In fact, the homoge-neous space F4=G is isotropy irreducible and the isotropy representationof G is [S2(C 3 ) 
 C 3 ]R (see [31], table (8.10.13), p. 282a). Since theisotropy representation of G is faithful and the representation of ~G on[S2(C 3 )
C 3 ]R has a kernel which is a �nite central subgroup isomorphicto Z3, we have that G = ~G=Z3.We �rst list the properties of the action of G on P2(O ) that we will



152 fabio podest�a & gudlaugur thorbergssonneed.Lemma 2B.3.(a) The orbit Gp is totally geodesic and isometric to P2C . The orbitGp is also an orbit of one of the factors of ~G; the other one actstrivially on Gp. We will assume that the �rst factor of ~G actsnontrivially, the second one trivially.(b) We have ~Gp = U(2) � SU(3); the slice representation of Gp onNp(Gp) is polar with cohomogeneity two. A linear section for theGp action on Np(Gp) meets a principal orbit in eight points.(c) The action of Gp on the cut locus of p, that we will denote by S8,has cohomogeneity one. A section of the action of Gp on S8 meetsa principal orbit in four points.(d) Let H be the subgroup of ~Gp leaving a given section in Np(Gp)�xed. Then H is a 2-torus, H = H1 � H2, where H1;H2 �= T1and the isotropy representation of H1 on Tp(Gp) does not have atrivial factor.Proof. (a) We �rst recall that the symmetry �p at p belongs tothe center of Spin(9). Moreover the intersection G \ Spin(9) has max-imal rank, since both groups share the same maximal torus; it thenfollows that �p 2 G and the orbit Gp is a totally geodesic submanifold.Moreover we see that �1 \ �2 is the system of simple roots for thesemisimple part of the intersection G \ Spin(9); from this we see thatg\ so(9) = R + su(2) + su(3). Therefore one SU(3)-ideal of G acts triv-ially on the orbit Gp, which is homeomorphic to a complex projectivespace P2(C ).(b) We denote by k the Lie subalgebra g \ so(9), which we know tobe isomorphic to R + su(2) + su(3). We now decompose the Lie algebraf4 = g+m, where m is the orthogonal complement of g in f4; we knowthat m = [S2C 3 
 C 3 ]R as an ad(g)-module. We restrict the ad(g)jm-representation to k and we get that m = [C 3 +S2(C 2)
 C 3 + C 2 
 C 3 ]R.Therefore we can decompose the Lie algebra f4 into ad(k)-submodulesas f4 = k+ [C 2 ]R + [C 3 + S2(C 2 )
 C 3 + C 2 
 C 3 ]R;and we note that all this submodules are mutually nonequivalent asad(k)-modules. (This also follows from the fact that k coincides with



polar actions on rank-one symmetric spaces 153the centralizer in f4 of a nonzero element in t since the isotropy repre-sentation of a generalized ag manifold decomposes into mutually non-equivalent irreducible submodules.) On the other hand, we may writef4 = k+m1+p, where k+m1 = so(9). By comparing this two decomposi-tions of f4 and using the fact that all the submodules are nonequivalent,we get that p splits as p = [C 2 + C 2 
 C 3 ]R as an ad(k)-module. There-fore the slice representation of k is given by C 2 
 C 3 , which is polar ofcohomogeneity two, since it is the isotropy representation of the sym-metric space SU(5)=S(U(2)� U(3)). The second assertion follows fromthe fact that a principal orbit of the Weyl group of this symmetric spaceconsists of eight points.(c) This follows from the fact that the subalgebra k of so(9) is embed-ded as k = su(2)+(R+su(3)) � su(2)+so(6) � so(9). Thus the standardaction of Spin(9) on R9 , when restricted to ~Gp, splits as R9 = R3 + R6and the action of ~Gp on R9 has cohomogeneity two, hence one on S8.The principal orbits are product embeddings S2(r1) � S5(r2) � S8,r21 + r22 = 1, which clearly meet a section in four points.(d) By dimension reasons, we have that the regular isotropy sub-group H of ~Gp for the slice representation is two-dimensional and com-pact, hence its identity component is a 2-torus. Moreover, the regularorbits are simply connected, so that H is connected. It is moreover easyto check that the Lie algebra h of H has a nontrivial projection on thesu(2)-factor of k. Therefore, if we write H as H = H1�H2, where eachHi is a one-dimensional torus with Lie algebra hi for i = 1; 2, then atleast one of the hi, say h1, has nontrivial projection on the su(2)-factorof k. Since the isotropy representation of ~Gp on TpP2(C ), restrictedto the SU(2)-factor, is the standard representation of SU(2) on C 2 , itfollows that the isotropy representation of H1 on TpP2(C ) has no �xedvector. q.e.d.Proposition 2B.4. The action of the group ~G on P2(O ) is polarof cohomogeneity two with sections homeomorphic to the real projectiveplane.Proof. First notice that Gp acts transitively on the unit sphere inthe tangent space Tp(Gp). We consider the action of Gp on TpP2(O ) =Tp(Gp) + Np(Gp). The action is polar with cohomogeneity three. Welet S15 denote the unit sphere in P2(O ). Let h : S15 ! S8 be as above.Again we have that h(Gp(p)) = Gp(h(p)). Let q 2 S8 be given. Thepreimage of q under h is a seven-dimensional great sphere S in S15 thatmust meet Np(Gp) which is twelve-dimensional. There is therefore a



154 fabio podest�a & gudlaugur thorbergssonpoint r 2 S15\Np(G(p)) such that the orbitGp(r), which lies completelyin Np(Gp), maps onto the orbit Gp(r) in S8. Now let ~� be a two-dimensional section of Gp in Np(Gp) and c its intersection with S15.Notice that c is a great circle in S15. A closed segment d of c from asingular orbit to a singular orbit has length �=4, since a principal orbitmeets a section eight times. Such a segment meets every orbit exactlyonce. It follows that h(d) meets every orbit of Gp in S8 once. Such acurve must have length �=2 at least, since a section of Gp on S8 meetsthe principal orbits four times and the orbits are equidistant. The lengthof h(d) can be at most �=2 since jdhx(y)j � 2jyj for all y 2 TxS15; seeabove. A curve of length �=2 meeting all orbits must be a great circlearc. It follows that a semicircle of c is a horizontal lift (up to a factor1=2 in the parameterization of c) of a section of Gp in S8. This impliesthat the image � of ~� under expp is a real projective plane, since itis spanned by c(t) and c0(t) 2 p2(c(t)); see above. The calculations inthe proof Proposition 2B.1 above imply that � = expp(~�) meets theorbits of Gp within a ball B of radius r � � around p perpendicularlywhenever they meet. (Notice that the principal orbits of Gp in B arethirteen dimensional and � is two dimensional. Hence not all orbits canmeet �. In fact, only those orbits that are images of orbits in Np(Gp)will meet �.)Now we will consider the whole group G and show that its orbitsmeet � perpendicularly. Let q be an element in � that is not in S8.Then there is an x 2 ~� such that q = expp(x). Let y be an element inp2(x) such that x and y span the section ~�. We consider the subgroupK �= G2 of Spin(9) leaving ~� invariant. The representation of K onTpP2(O ) splits into invariant submodules as follows:TpP2(O ) = R � x+ R � y + p1(x) + q2(x; y);where q2(x; y) is the orthogonal complement of y in p2(x). Now considerthe group H = Gp\K. As we saw in Lemma 2B.3,(d), if we restrict theH-action to Tp(Gp) and divide out the kernel, then we get an action ofS1 on Tp(Gp) without trivial factors, i.e., we have a decomposition ofTp(Gp) into two irreducible two-dimensional modulesTp(Gp) = V1 + V2:The module Vi is for i = 1; 2 either contained in p1(x) or q2(x; y). We cantherefore �nd an orthonormal basis (X1; : : : ;X4) of Tp(Gp) such thatXi is either in p1(x) or p2(x) for i = 1; 2; 3; 4. We write p̂ for Tp(Gp).



polar actions on rank-one symmetric spaces 155Then su(3) = (R + su(2)) + p̂ � f4 is the Cartan decomposition of theideal of su(3) + su(3), that is nontrivial on p̂ = TpGp. We considerthe variations Vi(s; t) = expG(sXi) � x(t) of the geodesic x and thecorresponding Jacobi �elds Ii. We have to show thatddt ���s=0 expG(sXi) � x = Ii(1)is perpendicular to d(expp)x(y) = Jy(1):Notice that Ii(0) = Xi and I 0i(0) = 0. Hence Ii = IXi in the notationabove. Since Xi lies in p1(x) or p2(x) there is a parallel vector �elds Eialong x with the property thatIi(t) = cos(�t)Ei(t):As we have seen above there is a parallel vector �eld E along x suchthat Jy(t) = 2 sin( t2)E(t):Now it is clear that Ii(1) and Jy(1) are perpendicular since Ei(0) = Xiand E(0) = y are perpendicular. This �nishes the proof that the actionof ~G on P2(O ) is polar. q.e.d.Remark. The maximal subgroup G = SU(3) � SU(3) of F4 canbe seen as the subgroup which leaves a totally geodesic complex projec-tive plane invariant. Therefore the homogeneous space F4=G (which isisotropy irreducible but not symmetric) can be seen as the space of alltotally geodesic complex projective planes in P2(O ).3. Polar actions on complex projective spacesTheorem 3.1. Let G be a compact and connected Lie group actingpolarly on the complex projective space Pn(C ). Then the action of G isorbit equivalent to the action induced by a Hermitian symmetric space.Proof. We can assume that the G-action is e�ective by factoringout the kernel of the action. The group G can then be considered to bea subgroup of SU(n+1)=Z(SU(n+1)) which is the identity componentof the isometry group of Pn(C ). There is therefore a �nitely sheetedcovering � : G0 ! G where G0 is a connected subgroup of SU(n+ 1).



156 fabio podest�a & gudlaugur thorbergssonLet � be a section of the G-action. By Proposition 1B.1, the section� is either isometric to a sphere S2 or to a real projective space Pk(R)where 1 � k � n. Notice that our point of view here is to considera one-dimensional section to be isometric to P1(R), not to S1 as inProposition 1B.1.We �rst show that � cannot be isometric to S2. Assume that itis the case. Then � is a projective line in Pn(C ), i.e., � �= P1(C ). Areal codimension-two submanifold M of Pn(C ) with the property thatthere is a projective line meeting M perpendicularly in p for every pin M is a complex hypersurface. Any two complex hypersurfaces inPn(C ) intersect. It follows that any two regular orbits of G intersectand there can therefore only be one regular orbit, which is of course acontradiction.We shall now discuss the case where � is isometric to a real projectivespace Pk(R). By Proposition 1B.2, there is an element in the identitycomponent of the isometry group of Pn(C ) that maps � to the standardembedding Pk(R) � Pn(R) � Pn(C ). We can therefore assume that� = Pk(R). Let �R : Rn+1 n f0g ! Pn(R) be the canonical projection.Set ~� = ��1R (�) [ f0g. Notice that ~� is a linear subspace of Rn+1 .The �nitely-sheeted covering � : G0 ! G clearly satis�es �C (g � v) =�(g)��C (v) for all g 2 G0 and all v 2 C n+1 where �C : C n+1nf0g ! Pn(C )is the canonical projection. We consider the group ~G = G0�T 1 acting onC n+1 , where T 1 is simply the multiplication by unit complex numbers.We claim that the ~G-action on C n+1 is polar with ~� as a section.Indeed, it is clear that ~� meets every ~G-orbit. We now choose apoint p 2 ~�. Since ~� lies in a totally real subspace of C n+1 , the T 1-orbit through p will be orthogonal to ~�; moreover we can decomposethe tangent space Tp( ~Gp) orthogonally asTp( ~Gp) = Tp(T 1 � p)�Hp;and we note that the horizontal subspace Hp maps isometrically ontothe tangent space T�C(p)(G�C (p)). Since T�C(p)(G�C (p)) is orthogonalto T�C(p)�, our claim follows.By Dadok's theorem ([10]); see Theorem 1A.5, there is a symmetricpair (U;K) with Lie algebra decomposition u = k + p, so that p canbe identi�ed with C n+1 in such a way that ~G is a subgroup of K, theisotropy representation of K on p has the same orbits as ~G and theactions of ~G on p and C n+1 coincide up to the identi�cation of p andC n+1 .



polar actions on rank-one symmetric spaces 157We claim that we can choose the symmetric pair (U;K) to be Her-mitian symmetric. Notice that this implies the claim in Theorem 3.1.We �rst assume that the ~G-module C n+1 is reducible as a real rep-resentation. We split C n+1 = V1 � � � � � Vk, where the Vi's are ~G-irreducible subspaces; no factor is trivial, since the T 1-action has no�xed points. Moreover the Vi's are complex subspaces because of theT 1-action. Since each ~G-action on Vi is polar, the corresponding sym-metric space will split as (U;K)= �ki (Ui;Ki); see [10], and the actions of~G and Ki on each Vi have the same orbits. So, we can con�ne ourselvesto the irreducible case.We note that the symmetric pair (SO(2p+1);SO(2p)) (p � 2) is notHermitian symmetric, but K contains the subgroup U(p) and Ad(K)pand Ad(U(p))p have the same orbits; in this case we can substitutethe symmetric pair (SO(2p+1);SO(2p)) with the Hermitian symmetricpair (SU(p+1);U(p)). Our claim that we can choose the symmetric pair(U;K) to be Hermitian symmetric follows from the following lemma.Lemma 3.2. Let (u; k) be an e�ective irreducible orthogonal sym-metric pair with (u; k) 6= (so(2p + 1); so(2p)), and assume the followingconditions are satis�ed:1. there exists an element Z 2 k such that ad(Z)jp is a complexstructure on p;2. there exists a compact Lie subgroup H � K such that Ad(H) andAd(K) have the same orbits in p;3. the Ad(H)-action on p commutes with ad(Z)jp.Then (u; k) is Hermitian.Remark. This Lemma generalizes Lemma 2.3 in [28].Proof. First of all we show that rank(u)=rank(k). Indeed, we maychoose a maximal abelian subalgebra t = t1 + t2, where t1 is maximalabelian in k and contains Z, while t2 is maximal abelian in p. If k doesnot have maximal rank in u, then t2 6= f0g; but this contradicts the factthat Z 2 t1 acts on p as a complex structure, hence �xed point free.We now consider the maximal rank subalgebra h0 = z(Z) given bythe centralizer of Z; this subalgebra is contained in k, since ad(Z)jp hastrivial kernel. Moreover h � h0, where h denotes the Lie algebra ofH. Indeed, if X 2 h and Y 2 p, then, using the Jacobi identity and



158 fabio podest�a & gudlaugur thorbergssonproperty (3), we have[[X;Z]; Y ] = �ad(Z)ad(X)Y + ad(X)ad(Z)Y = 0:Hence ad([X;Z])jp = 0, and therefore [X;Z] = 0, since the ad(k)-representation on p is faithful. We �x an ad(k)-regular element A 2 pand note that property (2) implies[k; A] = [h; A] = [h0; A]:If we denote by c = zk(A) the centralizer of A in k, then we have that(�) k = h0 + c:The triple of Lie algebras (k; h0; c), with h0; c subalgebras of k, is thereforea factorization of k. The claim of the lemma is equivalent to k = h0.We are now going to exclude all non-Hermitian irreducible symmet-ric pairs (u; k) with rank(u)=rank(k) by a case by case inspection. Wenow list all such irreducible pairs, indicating also the dimension of p andthe cohomogeneity r of the ad(k)-action on p, namely the rank of thesymmetric pair. We can immediately rule out the case of adjoint or-bits, simply because they all have positive Euler characteristic, whereasad(Z) induces a �xed point free action on the orbits of the Ad(H)-actionon p.n: u k dim p r1 so(2p+ 2q) so(2p) + so(2q); p; q > 1 4pq min(2p; 2q)2 so(2p+ 2q + 1) so(2p) + so(2q + 1); p > 1; q � 1 2p(2q + 1) min(2p; 2q + 1)3 sp(p+ q) sp(p) + sp(q) 4pq min(p; q)4 e6 su(6) + su(2) 40 45 e7 su(8) 70 76 e7 so(12) + su(2) 64 47 e8 so(16) 128 88 e8 e7 + su(2) 112 49 f4 sp(3) + su(2) 28 410 f4 so(9) 16 111 g2 su(2) + su(2) 8 2This table and the corresponding isotropy representations that wewill need in the proof can be extracted from the tables on pp. 311-4 in[4]. Cases (1)-(2): We will deal with these two cases in a uni�ed way.First of all, we put k = k1 + k2, where k1 = so(2p) and k2 = so(2q) or



polar actions on rank-one symmetric spaces 159so(2q + 1); accordingly, we decompose Z = Z1 + Z2 2 k1 + k2. Sincethe representation ad(k)jp is given by the tensor product of the standardrepresentations of k1 and k2 on V = R2p and W = R2q ;R2q+1 respec-tively, the condition that ad(Z)2 = �I implies that either Z1 = 0 orZ2 = 0: indeed suppose that Z1 6� 0 and select a vector v 2 V withZ21v = �v for some � 6= 0; then for every w 2W we have�v 
 w + 2Z1v 
 Z2w + v 
 Z22w = �v 
 w;which implies that Z2w = 0, hence Z2 = 0.We �rst assume that Z2 = 0, so that Z1 acts as a complex structureon V . Then we have that h0 = u(p) + k2, where u(p) denotes the Liealgebra of the unitary group U(p) � SO(2p). We now consider anelement t of V 
W of type t = v1 
 w1 + v2 
 w1 + v2 
 w2 for somepairs of orthonormal vectors v1; v2 2 V and w1; w2 2 W and we notethat the isotropy subalgebra kt projects into so(2p� 2) � k1; indeed wehave that for (A;B)2 kt,A(v1 + v2)
 w1 +Av2 
 w2 + (v1 + v2)
Bw1 + v2 
Bw2 = 0;which easily implies that Av1 = Av2 = 0. The subalgebra c is conjugateto a subalgebra of kt, so it projects to a proper subalgebra c0 in k1.Hence we have a nontrivial factorization k1 = u(p)+c0, which contradictsTheorem 1C.1. If Z1 = 0, we can argue similarly.Case (3): In this case the representation of K on p will be also atensor product, and we can see as in the cases (1)-(2) that the projectionof c into either of the two factors of k is not onto. Since h0 has maximalrank in k, we may split it as h0 = h1 + h2 with h1 � sp(p); h2 � sp(q)(see e.g [23, p.183]). Since h0 is not semisimple, we can assume thath1 6= sp(p). Then sp(p) = h1 + c1, where c1 is the projection of c intosp(p). This is not possible by Theorem 1C.1.Case (4): The dimension of su(6) + su(2) is 38 and the dimensionof a regular orbit in p is 36. Hence c is two-dimensional, i.e., c �= R2 .We look for a subalgebra h0 such that su(6) + su(2) = h0 + c. We havedim k=h0 � 2. The group SU(6) admits no non-trivial action on a one-or two-dimensional manifold since it is simple. Hence su(6) � h0. Sinceh0 has maximal rank in k, it must have the form h0 = su(6)+R for someR � su(2). But then the projection of c on the su(2)-factor would be atwo-dimensional subalgebra, which does not exist.Case (5): The dimensions of both su(8) and a regular orbit in p is 63.Hence it follows immediately that h0 = su(8) which is a contradictionsince h0 is not simple.



160 fabio podest�a & gudlaugur thorbergssonCase (6): In this case dim c = 9. Since any compact Lie groupacting almost e�ectively on a manifold of dimension less or equal to9 has dimension at most 45, it follows that so(12) � h0, so that h0 =so(12) + R, for some R � su(2): indeed h0 has non-trivial center, whichprevents it from coinciding with k. Now we claim that the subalgebra cprojects trivially on the su(2)-factor contradicting the factorization (*).Actually, the representation of K on p is given by Spin(12) 
 SU(2) onR16 
R4 . The isotropy subalgebra of k at an element v
w 2 R16 
R4has trivial projection on su(2) and contains a conjugate copy of c, sothat c projects trivially on su(2).Case (7): The dimension of both so(16) and a regular orbit in p is120. Hence it follows immediately that h0 = so(16) which is a contra-diction since h0 is not simple.Case (8): The representation of K on p is given by �2E7 
 SU(2)on R28 
R4 . The same argument as in case (6) shows that c has trivialprojection on the su(2)-factor. Therefore, h0, which has maximal rankin k, must split as h0 = h00 � su(2), with h00 � e7 of maximal rank. Thedimension of h0 is at least equal to the dimension of the regular orbits inp which is 108. Hence dimh00 � 105 and rank(h00)= 7. Moreover h00 canbe written as h00 = h000 �R, where h000 has rank 6 and dimension greaterthen or equal to 104; but there is no such compact algebra.Case (9): The dimension of sp(3)+ su(2) and the regular orbits in pis 24. Hence h0 = sp(3) + su(2) which is a contradiction since h0 is notsemisimple.Case (10) is not possible since the only subgroup of Spin(9) actingtransitively on the sphere S15 coincides with Spin(9): indeed from theclassi�cation of compact Lie groups acting transitively on the sphere (seee.g. [4, p. 179]), we see that the groups acting transitively on S15 areeither SO(16) or contain SU(8) or Sp(4) as subgroups and can thereforenot be subgroups of Spin(9).Case (11): The dimension of su(2) + su(2) and the regular orbits inp is 6. Hence h0 = su(3) + su(3) which is a contradiction since h0 is notsemisimple. q.e.d.This also �nishes the proof of Theorem 3.1. q.e.d.Remark. Let (G;K) be an irreducible symmetric pair and g = k+pthe corresponding decomposition. In the paper [13] the question whichsubgroupsK 0 ofK have the same orbits in p asK is answered. If we hadused the classi�cation in [13] in the proof of our last lemma, we wouldonly have had to consider the symmetric pair (SO(11);SO(8)� SO(3)).



polar actions on rank-one symmetric spaces 161By their result one can easily check that the isotropy representation ofthis space restricted to the subgroup Spin(7) � SO(3) does not leave acomplex structure invariant. We have preferred to give a proof that isindependent of [13] since most cases are rather elementary and somequite trivial. The same remark also applies to the next section, butnotice that there the classi�cation in [13] would leave us with morecases.1. 4. Polar actions on quaternionic projective spacesTheorem 4.1. Let G be a compact and connected Lie group actingpolarly on a quaternionic projective space Pn(H ), n � 2. Then theaction of G is orbit equivalent to the action induced by a product ofk quaternion-K�ahler symmetric spaces, where at least k � 1 have rankone.Remark. The one-dimensional quaternionic projective space isisometric to the 4-dimensional sphere S4 of constant curvature, so thatwe can restrict ourselves to the case n � 2. On the other hand thestatement of the theorem does not hold when n = 1; indeed the actionof T1 on R5 = R3 +R2 given by the sum of the trivial and the standardrepresentations respectively, induces a cohomogeneity-three polar actionon S4, which is not orbit equivalent to any action induced by productsof quaternion-K�ahler symmetric spaces.Proof. We shall denote by � a section for the G-action. By Lemma1B.1, we know that � is isometric to a sphere Sk, 2 � k � 4, lying ina quaternionic line P1(H ) or to a real projective space Pk(R) for some1 � k � n.We will �rst show that � cannot be isometric to a sphere Sk, 2 �k � 4, lying in a �xed quaternionic line P1(H ). We will examine thecases k = 2; 3; 4 separately.Lemma 4.2. A section � is not isometric to S4.Proof. If � �= S4, then the sections are quaternionic lines. Henceany regular orbit is a quaternion-K�ahler submanifold of Pn(H ), sincethe normal space at any point is quaternionic. Using the well knownfact that any quaternion-K�ahler submanifold is totally geodesic (seee.g. [2]), we have that any regular orbit is a quaternionic hyperplane.Since any two quaternionic hyperplanes intersect non-trivially, we havea contradiction. q.e.d.



162 fabio podest�a & gudlaugur thorbergssonLemma 4.3. A section � is not isometric to S3.Proof. Assume that � �= S3. By Lemmas 1A.2 and 1A.4, we knowthat the set of singular points in � is a non-empty union of �nitely manytotally geodesics 2-spheres in �. We select a singular point q 2 � whichlies in one of these 2-spheres, which we denote by S. Then Lemma1B.3 tells us that exp(Nq(Gq)) is a totally geodesic sphere. Hence it iscontained in a projective line. It must then coincide with the projectiveline since dim(exp(Nq(Gq))) > 3. As in the proof of Lemma 4.2, itfollows that Gq is a quaternionic hyperplane. Let q0 be a point in the 2-sphere S that is not in Gq. Then Gq0 is also a quaternionic hyperplane.It follows that Gq and Gq0 intersect, which is a contradiction. q.e.d.Lemma 4.4. A section � is not isometric to S2.Proof. We consider a section � which is isometric to a 2-sphere S2and we recall that the set of singular points in � is a union of a �nitelymany great circles by Lemmas 1A.2 and 1A.4. We take a point q whichlies in only one of these singular circles, say S; note that a suitableneighborhood U of q in S consists of singular points with the same typeof orbit. Then by the arguments used in the proof of Lemma 4.3, wesee that dim(Nq(Gq)) = 3 or 4.Assume �rst that the codimension of Gq is four. Then as above, Gqis a quaternionic hyperplane. Since the intersection Gq \ � is an orbitof the Weyl group, which is �nite, we may select a point q0 2 U suchthat Gq 6= Gq0. It follows that Gq0 is also a quaternionic hypersurfaceand must meet Gq, which is of course a contradiction.Now assume that dim(Nq(Gq)) = 3. We �rst show that there existmore than one singular great circle in �. Indeed, suppose there is onlyone such circle. Then there are only two di�erent types of orbits. Thesingular orbits have codimension three, hence a vanishing Euler charac-teristic. A regular orbit �bers over a singular one with typical �ber S1,so that it has vanishing Euler characteristic too. This contradicts thefact that a maximal torus T of G has a �xed point on Pn(H ), so thatthere must be an orbit with positive Euler characteristic.We can therefore choose a point q0 which belongs to at least twosingular great circles S1; S2 in �. The codimension of Gq0 will be atleast one dimension less than the orbit of a point that lies only in one ofthe singular great circles. Hence the codimension is at least four. Thedimension of expq0(Nq0(Gq0)) is at most four by Lemma 1B.3. Henceit is four and expq0(Nq0(Gq0)) is a projective line. As in the proof ofLemma 4.2 we see that Gq0 is a quaternionic hyperplane. A quaternionic



polar actions on rank-one symmetric spaces 163hyperplane meets a quaternionic line that it does not contain in at mostone point. Hence Gq0 meets � only in q0. Let q00 be the point antipodicto q0 in �. It is clear that q00 also lies in both S1 and S2. Thereforethe above arguments imply that Gq00 is a quaternionic hyperplane. Itfollows that the two di�erent hyperplanes Gq0 and Gq00 must intersect,which is a contradiction. This �nishes the proof. q.e.d.We now deal with the case where a section � is isometric to the realprojective space Pk(R) for some 1 � k � n. By Proposition 1B.2, thereis an element in the identity component of the isometry group of Pn(H )that maps � into the standard embedding Pk(R) � Pn(R) � Pn(H )induced by Rk � Rn+1 � H n+1 .We will consider H n+1 as a right H -module. We can assume thatG acts e�ectively by factoring out the kernel of the action and identifyit with a subgroup of PSp(n) = Sp(n)=fI;�Ig. A covering G0 of Gwill therefore act linearly on H n+1 , and we may enlarge it to the group~G = G0 � Sp(1), where the group of unit quaternions Sp(1) acts onH n+1 by right multiplication. If we lift � to ~� � Rn+1 , then the samearguments as in the proof of Theorem 3.1 together with the fact that~� is totally real, hence orthogonal to the Sp(1)-orbit through any of itspoint, will show that ~� is a section for the ~G-action.By Dadok's result (Theorem 1A.5) there is a symmetric pair (U;K)with Lie algebra decomposition u = k+p, so that the isotropy represen-tation of K on p is orbit-equivalent to the ~G-action on H n+1 , after theidenti�cation p �= H n+1 . Moreover we can assume that ~G is a subgroupof K.We claim that we can choose the symmetric pair (U;K) to be aproduct of k quaternion-K�ahler symmetric pairs.We �rst assume that the ~G-module H n+1 is reducible as a real rep-resentation. We split H n+1 = V1 � � � � � Vk, where the Vi's are ~G-irreducible subspaces; no factor is trivial, since the Sp(1)-action has no�xed points. Moreover the Vi's are quaternionic subspaces because ofthe Sp(1)-action. Since each ~G-action on Vi is polar, the correspondingsymmetric space will split as (U;K)= �ki (Ui;Ki), according to Dadok'sTheorem (see 1A.5), and the actions of ~G and Ki on each Vi have thesame orbits.We note that the symmetric pair (SO(4p+1);SO(4p)) is not quater-nionic K�ahler, but K = SO(4p) contains the subgroup H = Sp(p)Sp(1)which has the same orbits in p as K; in this case we can replace thesymmetric pair (SO(4p + 1);SO(4p)) with the quaternion-K�ahler sym-



164 fabio podest�a & gudlaugur thorbergssonmetric pair (Sp(p+1);Sp(p)Sp(1)). Our claim will then follow from thenext lemma, which is the quaternionic version of Lemma 3.2.Lemma 4.5. Let (U;K) be an e�ective irreducible orthogonal sym-metric pair, with canonical Lie algebra decomposition u = k + p andwith (u; k) 6= (so(4p + 1); so(4p)). We assume the following conditionsare satis�ed:1. there exists a compact subgroup A � K with A �= Sp(1), such thatAd(A)jp induces a quaternionic structure on p;2. there exists a compact Lie subgroup H � K such that Ad(H) andAd(K) have the same orbits in p;3. the Ad(H)-action on p normalizes Ad(A)jp.Then (U;K) is quaternion-K�ahler.Proof. We will denote by a the Lie algebra of A; in a we can �ndelements I; J;K such that fad(I); ad(J); ad(K)g are complex structureson p satisfying the multiplication rules of the standard generators of thequaternions.First of all we show that rank(u)=rank(k). Indeed, we may choosea maximal abelian subalgebra t = t1 + t2, where t1 is maximal abelianin k and contains I, while t2 is maximal abelian in p. If k does not havemaximal rank in u, then t2 6= f0g; but this contradicts the fact thatI 2 t1 acts on p as a complex structure, hence �xed point free.We now consider the normalizer h0 = n(a) of a in u that we split ash0 = a� z(a), where z(a) denotes the centralizer of a. The subalgebra h0is contained in k, since for instance ad(I)jp has trivial kernel. Moreoverh � h0, where h denotes the Lie algebra of H, as can be seen fromproperty (3) and the fact that Ad(K)jp is faithful.We �x an ad(k)-regular element v 2 p and note that, by property(2), [k; v] = [h; v] = [h0; v]:Therefore, if we denote by c = zk(v) the centralizer of A in k, we havethat(�) k = h0 + c:The claim of the lemma is equivalent to k = h0. We are now going toexclude all irreducible symmetric pairs (u; k) which are not quaternionic-K�ahler and have rank(u)=rank(k) by a case by case inspection. We



polar actions on rank-one symmetric spaces 165now list all such irreducible pairs, indicating also the dimension of pand the cohomogeneity r of the ad(k)-action on p, namely the rank ofthe symmetric pair. We can immediately rule out the case of adjointorbits, simply because they all have positive Euler characteristic, whileAd(Sp(1)) acts freely on each Ad(K)-orbit.n: u k dim p r1 so(2p+ 2q) so(2p) + so(2q); 1 � p; q 6= 2 4pq min(2p; 2q)2 so(2p+ 2q + 1) so(2p) + so(2q + 1); 1 � p 6= 2; 2 � q 2p(2q + 1) min(2p; 2q + 1)3 sp(p+ q) sp(p) + sp(q); p; q > 1 4pq min(p; q)4 su(p+ q) R + su(p) + su(q); p; q 6= 2 2pq min(p; q)5 so(2n) R + su(n); n � 3 n(n� 1) [n2 ]6 sp(n) R + su(n) n(n+ 1) n7 e6 R + so(10) 32 28 e7 su(8) 70 79 e7 R + e6 54 310 e8 so(16) 128 811 f4 so(9) 16 1We will use the same notation as above, and also refer to the argu-ments used in the proof of Lemma 3.2.In cases (1)-(2), we put k = k1+k2, where k1 = so(2p) and k2 = so(2q)or so(2q + 1). The same argument as in the proof of Lemma 3.2 showsthat any element I 2 k acting on p as a complex structure must lie ineither k1 or k2; since a is not abelian, we must therefore have a � k1 ora � k2. Suppose a � k1, so that h0 = nk1(a) + k2; we should have then(4:1) so(2p) = nso(2p)(a) + c0;where c0 denotes the projection of c into so(2p). We now note that p � 3and that the dimension of c0 is less than or equal to dim so(2p � 2), sothat (4.1) contradicts Theorem 1C.1.In case (3), we put again k1 = sp(p); k2 = sp(q), with p; q � 2. Thesame argument as in the previous case shows that a must lie in eitherk1 or k2 (say k1) and that we have a factorizationsp(p) = nsp(p)(a) + c0;where c0 denotes the projection of c in sp(p). Now, since sp(p) is simple,the subalgebra nsp(p)(a) is proper and the dimension of c0 is strictly lessthan dim sp(p). This contradicts the fact that there exists no nontrivialfactorization of sp(p); see Theorem 1C.1.



166 fabio podest�a & gudlaugur thorbergssonIn case (4), we can argue in the same way as above, proving thata must be contained in one of the simple factors of k, say in su(p).Therefore again we should havesu(p) = nsu(p)(a) + c0;where the projection c0 can be shown to be a proper subalgebra. ButTheorem 1C.1 shows that no such factorization exists if p � 3. Here wehave used that nsu(p)(a) contains sp(1) as a factor.In case (5), we should have that a is contained in the semisimplepart of k, that is in su(n). So, we should have the factorization su(n) =nsu(n)(a) + c0, where again c0 denotes the projection of c in su(n). Nowc0 is a proper subalgebra, while Theorem 1C.1 shows that there is nofactorization of su(n) in which one of two factors contains sp(1) as anideal, as is the case for nsu(n)(a), unless n = 2.In case (6), the subalgebra a should be contained in the semisimplepart of k, namely su(n); but there is no element I 2 su(n) which actson p as a complex structure. Indeed, suppose there is such an elementI 2 su(n). Since Tr(I) = 0, there exist v; w 2 C n which are eigenvectorsof I with di�erent eigenvalues �; � respectively. Since the representationof k on p is given by S2(C n), we must have that I2(v�v) = 4�2v�v = �v�vhence � = � i2 and similarly � = � i2 . We can assume that � = i2 and� = � i2 . Then we haveI2(v � w) = (�2 + 2��+ �2)v � w = 0;which is a contradiction.In case (7), the subalgebra a should be contained in the semisimplepart of k which is so(16); so h0 = R + nso(16)(a). Since h00 = nso(16)(a)does not coincide with so(16) because so(16) is simple, we should havea factorization so(16) = h00 + c0, where c0 denotes the projection of c onso(16). Since dim c0 � dim c = 16, c0 would be a proper subalgebra ofso(16) and this contradicts Theorem 1C.1.In the cases (8) and (10) the dimension of the regular orbits is equalto dim k, so h0 = k which is a contradiction, since h0 is not simple.Case (9) can be dealt by using similar arguments, since the simpleLie algebra e6 does not admit any non-trivial factorization.Case (11) is not possible by the same argument as in Lemma 3.2.q.e.d.So far we have proved that there are quaternion-K�ahler symmetricpairs (Ui;Ki), i = 1; : : : ; k, so that we may identify H n+1 with p =



polar actions on rank-one symmetric spaces 167p1+� � �+pk and the group ~G�Sp(1), which is a subgroup of K = �ki=1Ki,has the same orbits in p as K. Now, if we denote by � : G0 ! SO(Vi)the homomorphism determined by the restriction of the G0-action oneach Vi for i = 1; : : : ; k, then we know that �i(G0) � Sp(ni) where4ni = dimR Vi. Moreover, if we split Ki as Ki = Hi � Sp(1) using thesame notation as in x2, we have that �i(G0) � Sp(1) � Hi � Sp(1), hence�i(G0) � (Hi � Sp(1)) \ Sp(ni) = Hi. It then follows that G0 � �ki=1Hiand ~G � (�ki=1Hi) �Sp(1), so that ~G and (�ki=1Hi) �Sp(1) have the sameorbits. Since the ~G-action is polar, by Proposition 2A.2, (2), the setfi 2 f1; : : : ; kg; rank(Ui;Ki) = 1g has cardinality at least k � 1. Thisconcludes the proof of Theorem 4.1. q.e.d.5. Polar actions on the Cayley PlaneIn this section we will classify the polar actions on the Cayley pro-jective plane P2(O ) = F4=Spin(9). More precisely, we will prove thefollowing.Theorem 5.1. Let G be a connected, compact subgroup of F4 act-ing polarly on P2(O ) with cohomogeneity k � 1. Then k = 1 or k = 2.Moreover all such subgroups are listed, up to conjugation, in the follow-ing table.k = 1 Sp(1) � Sp(3) T 1 � Sp(3) Sp(3) Spin(9)k = 2 Spin(8) T1 � Spin(7) SU(2) � SU(4) SU(3) � SU(3)Remark. The cohomogeneity-one actions on P2(O ) were classi�edby Iwata ([21]) and later by Kollross ([20]).If � denotes a section for the G-action, we know from Proposition1B.1 that � can be homeomorphic to a sphere Sk (1 � k � 8) or to a realprojective plane. Since the cohomogeneity-one case is already known,we will con�ne ourselves to the case when the cohomogeneity k � 2. Theproof of Theorem 5.1 will follow from the results achieved in subsections5A and 5B: in subsection 5A we will prove that a polar action can nothave a section homeomorphic to a sphere and therefore k = 2, while insubsection 5B we will deal with the case k = 2, providing a completeclassi�cation of the subgroups of F4 that act polarly on P2(O ).Throughout the following we will keep the same notation as in Sec-tion 2B.



168 fabio podest�a & gudlaugur thorbergsson5A. The case when a section is isometric to a round sphereWe will start by establishing some useful lemmas which will allowus to show that a section � can not be isometric to a round sphere.We assume in Lemmas 5A.1 to 5A.4 that the section is isometric toa round sphere Sk with k � 2.Lemma 5A.1. Given any point p 2 P2(O ), the normal space to theorbit Gp is contained in the tangent space at p of the unique projectiveline containing a section through p.Proof. This follows immediately from Lemma 1B.3 q.e.d.Lemma 5A.2. The Weyl group W acting on � does not have a�xed point. Therefore every orbit meets � in at least two points.Proof. Assume there is a �xed point p 2 �. Then Gp \ � = fpg.Since the isotropy subgroup Gp acts transitively on the set of sectionsthrough p, we have that Gp\�0 = fpg for any section �0 through p. Weconsider the submanifold S = expp(Np(Gp)), which is, by Lemma 1B.3,a totally geodesic sphere. Since S is a union over all sections through p,we have that Gp\S = fpg and the orbit Gp and S meet transversally. Itfollows that the intersection number of Gp and S is equal to �1. SinceP2(O ) only has non-trivial homology in dimensions 0, 8 and 16, we seethat both Gp and S are eight dimensional. A class having intersectionnumber �1 with a projective line S8 is �[S8]. Hence Gp represents thehomology class �[S8].The antipodal point �p of p in � is also a �xed point of W ; hence G�palso represents �[S8]. Therefore Gp and G�p must intersect and sincethey are orbits, we have Gp = G�p. It follows that Gp meets � in morethan one point and therefore p can not be a �xed point of W . q.e.d.Lemma 5A.3. There is a point p such that the orbit type of Gp isisolated, i.e., the slice representation at p has no nontrivial �xed points.Proof. The section � can be embedded as a hypersphere in someEuclidean space V , and the Weyl group W is then a �nite reectiongroup acting on V . By the previous lemma, the origin is the only �xedpoint of W . It is then enough to consider a point p 2 � which lies in atleast k mirrors that intersect in a line, where k + 1 is the dimension ofV . We refer to Chapters 4 and 5 of the book [17] for the facts on �nitereection groups needed here. q.e.d.Lemma 5A.4. We have that dim� � 4.



polar actions on rank-one symmetric spaces 169Proof. By Lemma 5A.3, we can �x a singular point p such that theslice representation Np at p has no �xed nontrivial points in the normalspace Np(Gp). By Lemma 5A.1, we know that dimNp(Gp) � 8. Theslice representation Np is polar by Lemma 1A.1 and orbit equivalentto the isotropy representation of a symmetric space X of dimension atmost eight by Dadok's Theorem; see Theorem 1A.4. The symmetricspace does not have a Euclidean factor since Np has no �xed points.Hence the rank of X is at most four. The claim in the lemma nowfollows since dim� is equal to the rank of X. q.e.d.So we are left with the case where the cohomogeneity of the G-actionis at most four. The following lemma will be useful also later on. Wedo not assume in this lemma that the section � is a sphere.Lemma 5A.5. Let G be a compact connected Lie group acting onP2(O ) polarly with cohomogeneity k where 2 � k � 4. Then either Ghas a �xed point or G is locally isomorphic to SU(3)� SU(3).Proof. We know that the regular orbits have dimension at least 12.The rank r of G is less than or equal to four, since G � F4; moreoverr � 2, because dimG � 12. We will now consider the possible ranks r =2; 3; 4 separately. Throughout the following, we will use the classi�cationof maximal subalgebras of maximal rank in the Lie algebra f4 of F4:these are (up to conjugation) so(9), su(3)+ su(3) and sp(1)+ sp(3) (see[16, p. 414]).(i) Case r = 2. Because of the dimension restriction, the only possi-bility is G = G2. We show that any subgroup G of F4 that is isomorphicto G2 has a �xed point in P2(O ). Indeed, it is known (see [1, chapter 16])that F4 acts irreducibly on R26 with induced action on the sphere S25of cohomogeneity one and a singular orbit isometric to P2(O ). It is notdi�cult to see that the antipodal map interchanges the singular orbits.Hence they are both isometric to P2(O ). Now, the lowest dimensionalirreducible representations of G2 have dimensions 7; 14; 27, so that Gmust �x some point p in S25. One can clearly choose the point p in oneof the singular orbits. Hence G is conjugate to a subgroup of Spin(9).(ii) Case r = 3. If G is not simple, then a �nite covering of Gmust be isomorphic to T1 �G2 or SU(2) �G2 or to SU(2) � Sp(2). IfG �= T1 � G2, then we know from the previous case, that there is anorbit Gp in P2(O ) of dimension at most one. By Lemma 5A.1, G mustact with cohomogeneity 2 with a section isometric to P2(R). But theslice representation at p has cohomogeneity greater than 2 as one can



170 fabio podest�a & gudlaugur thorbergssoneasily see using the fact that the irreducible representations of G2 ofdimension less or equal to 16 have dimensions 7 or 14.If G is locally isomorphic to SU(2) � G2 and has no �xed point,then we would have an orbit Gp of dimension 2 or 3. If dimGp = 3, theslice representation would have cohomogeneity at least 3; if dimGp = 2,then the stabilizer Gp is locally isomorphic to T1 � G2, and the slicerepresentation has cohomogeneity 2 only if the T1-factor acts triviallyon the normal space Np(Gp) of dimension 14. But this would meanthat the �xed point set of the T 1-action has dimension at least 14,hence T 1 would act trivially on P2(O ), since a maximal totally geodesicsubmanifold of P2(O ) is eight dimensional.If G is locally isomorphic to SU(2) � Sp(2), we claim that the Liealgebra g of G lies in some maximal subalgebra of maximal rank inf4. Indeed, we recall that a Lie subalgebra is called an R-subalgebraif it is contained in a proper regular subalgebra, which by de�nitionis normalized by some Cartan subalgebra, and is called a S-subalgebraotherwise. We know (see [23, p.207]) that a maximal S-subalgebra in f4is isomorphic to su(2) or to su(2)+g2, and therefore g is a R-subalgebra.We claim that g is contained in a maximal subalgebra of maximal rankof f4. Indeed, g is contained in some regular subalgebra h � f4 of rankat least three; our claim is equivalent to saying that we can choose h ofmaximal rank. If h has rank three, then the regularity of h implies thatthere exists X 2 f4 n h which centralizes h; hence g � h � zf4(X) andzf4(X) has maximal rank in f4. Since su(3) does not contain a subalgebraisomorphic to sp(2), it follows that either g � so(9) or g � sp(1)+sp(3).If g � sp(1)+ sp(3), a �nite covering of G is contained in Sp(1)�Sp(3),which has an orbit isometric to P2(H ) and G �xes a point in this orbit.If G is simple, then g is isomorphic to su(4) or sp(3) or so(7). Thesame arguments as in the previous paragraph using the classi�cationof S-subalgebras of f4 shows that g must be contained in a maximalsubalgebra of maximal rank, and an easy inspection of the possibleimmersions shows that g must be conjugate to a subalgebra of so(9).(iii) Case r = 4. In this case g can be conjugated into one of thestandard maximal subalgebras of maximal rank. If G has no �xed point,then g can be conjugated into su(3) + su(3) or sp(1) + sp(3). If g is aproper subalgebra of su(3) + su(3), then it is conjugate to su(3) + R +su(2) = (su(3) + su(3)) \ so(9), so G would have a �xed point. If gcan be conjugated into sp(1) + sp(3), then g is a proper subalgebra,since Sp(1) � Sp(3) acts on P2(O ) with cohomogeneity one. So g liesin sp(1) + sp(1) + sp(2) or in sp(1) + R + su(3): in the �rst case G has



polar actions on rank-one symmetric spaces 171a �xed point in the orbit of Sp(1) � Sp(3) isometric to a quaternionicprojective plane; in the second case g = sp(1) +R + su(3) by dimensionreasons and G acts by cohomogeneity four. Now G is a subgroup ofthe maximal subgroup Sp(1) � Sp(3), which has an eight dimensionalorbit P2(H ), and G has orbits inside P2(H ) of dimension less than eight,contradicting Lemma 5A.1.So g is isomorphic to su(3) + su(3). q.e.d.The next lemma will allow us to conclude the discussion of polaractions with round spheres as sections.Lemma 5A.6. If the G-action is polar and has a �xed point, thenthe section is not a sphere of dimension greater than or equal to 2.Proof. Let p be a �xed point for the G-action. We assume thatthe section is a sphere of dimension greater than or equal to 2. Weconsider the cut locus of the point p, which is a G-invariant projectiveline; we claim that this projective line L is a G-orbit. Indeed, if � is asection, then L = G(L \�); but the intersection L \ � consists of onlyone point, so that L is a G-orbit. Now, the only subgroup of Spin(9)which acts transitively on S8 is the full Spin(9), which acts on P2(O )by cohomogeneity one. q.e.d.Summing up, we have proved the following.Proposition 5A.7. Let G be a connected compact Lie group actingisometrically and polarly on P2(O ). Then a section is not isometric toa round sphere. In particular, the cohomogeneity of the G-action is oneor two.Proof. Indeed, by Lemmas 5A.5 and 5A.6, we know that a sectioncan not be isometric to a round sphere, at least if g is not isomorphicto su(3) + su(3). On the other hand, if g is conjugate to the maximalsubalgebra su(3) + su(3), then we know from Proposition 2B.4 that asection of the G-action is the real projective plane. q.e.d.5B. Polar actions of cohomogeneity 2By the previous subsection, we know that any polar action on P2(O )must have cohomogeneity 1 or 2 and the sections homeomorphic to acircle or the real projective plane P2(R).Moreover, by Lemma 5A.5, we know that either G has a �xed pointor it is locally isomorphic to SU(3) � SU(3). We will now discuss thecase where G has a �xed point p, �nishing the proof of Theorem 5.1.



172 fabio podest�a & gudlaugur thorbergssonThroughout the following we will suppose that G is a subgroup ofSpin(9); the slice representation of G at p is polar with cohomogeneitytwo. Furthermore, the cut locus of p, which is a projective line S8, isacted on by G with cohomogeneity one since a section intersects S8 ina great circle.Let r denote the rank of G. We will distinguish between the twocases r � 3 and r = 4. We will exclude the possibility r � 3, while forr = 4 we will �nd all the cases enumerated in Theorem 5.1.(i) Case r � 3. Simply by dimension counting, we have that G islocally isomorphic to G2, T1 �G2, SU(2) �G2, SU(4), Spin(7), Sp(3).But, SU(2) � G2 and Sp(3) admit no non-trivial homomorphisms intoSpin(9), since they have no almost faithful representations in dimensionless than or equal to 9.If G is locally isomorphic to G2 or to T1 �G2, then the slice repre-sentation at p would have cohomogeneity at least 3, as one can see bylooking at the lowest dimensional representations of G2.If G is locally isomorphic to SU(4), we look at the lowest dimensionalrepresentations of SU(4) and we see that the action of G on S8 musthave a �xed point; this means that SU(4) is conjugate to a subgroup ofSpin(8) and it should act with the same orbits as Spin(8), since Spin(8)acts on P2(O ) by cohomogeneity two. Since a regular Spin(8)-orbit isSpin(8)=G2 (see [21]), we would have a factorization Spin(8) = SU(4)G2and this contradicts Theorem 1C.1 (see also [22, p. 228]).If G is locally isomorphic to Spin(7), the same arguments as in theprevious case show that it has a �xed point in S8 and therefore it is con-jugate to a subgroup of Spin(8); then the slice representation, restrictedto G, splits as R8�R8 and it has cohomogeneity three (a regular isotropysubgroup is isomorphic to SU(3)).(ii) Case r = 4. From the classi�cation of maximal subalgebras ofmaximal rank in so(9) (see [16, p.412]), we see that g can be conjugatedinto one of the following maximal subalgebras:so(8);R + so(7); su(2) + su(4); su(2) + su(2) + sp(2):We will now consider each case separately, proving that g must coincidewith one of the �rst three subalgebras. This will then conclude the proofof Theorem 5.1.If g can be conjugated into so(8), we can supposeG � Spin(8). ThenG and Spin(8) have the same orbits; since a regular isotropy subgroupof Spin(8) is G2 and since there is no non-trivial factorization of Spin(8)



polar actions on rank-one symmetric spaces 173with one factor G2 (see Theorem 1C.1), we have that G = Spin(8).If g is conjugate to a subalgebra of R + so(7), we have by [13] thatg = R + so(7). Alternatively, this can be seen in the following way.Suppose that G is a subgroup of SO(2) �Spin(7) with the same orbits asSO(2) � Spin(7) and also acting with cohomogeneity two. We may writeg = R + g1, where g1 � so(7). We also recall that the Spin(7)-action onp �= R16 splits as R8 + R8 and is transitive on the unit sphere in eachfactor. So, g1 corresponds to a connected Lie subgroup of Spin(7), actingtransitively on the sphere S7. The only such rank-three subgroups areT1 � Sp(2) and SU(4) �= Spin(6) (see [4, p.179]). But G = T1 �T1 � Sp(2)has dimension 12 and can be ruled out. If G = T1 � SU(4), then theaction has cohomogeneity three and can also be ruled out.If g is conjugate to a proper subalgebra of su(2) + su(4), a simpleinspection of the dimensions of the maximal subalgebras of maximalrank in su(4) and sp(2) (see [16]) shows that dimg � 12, a contradiction.If g is conjugate to a subalgebra of h = su(2) + su(2) + sp(2), thena simple inspection of the dimensions of maximal subalgebras of max-imal rank in sp(2) shows that g must coincide with h. We now showthat the corresponding subgroup H of Spin(9) does not act polarly withcohomogeneity two. Indeed, we consider the restriction of the spin rep-resentation � of so(9) to h and we suppose that such a representationis polar with cohomogeneity two. Now, if �jh is irreducible, then theaction of H on p �= R16 would have the same orbits as the isotropy rep-resentation of an irreducible symmetric space of rank two and dimension16: the only such isotropy representation are given by SO(2) � SO(8)acting on R2
R8 and S(U(2)�U(4)) acting on C 2
C 4 and none of thesegroups contains H. So �jh should be reducible; since H is supposed toact with cohomogeneity two, then p should split as R8 + R8 , where theaction of h on each R8 factor has a kernel given by one factor su(2) andsu(2) + sp(2) acts on R8 in the standard way. But this representationis easily seen not to be polar, applying the criterium given in Lemma2A.3. q.e.d. References[1] J. F. Adams, Lectures on exceptional Lie groups, The University of Chicago Press,Chicago and London, 1996.[2] D. V. Alekseevsky, Compact quaternion spaces, Functional Anal. Appl. 2 (1968)106{114.
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